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“Flowers in a shower in Kon Nam”

Introduction

The set came in a small wooden box with some Chinese characters carved into the sliding lid.
I’d assumed they had some connection to Mah-Jong but recently discovered it was a poem.

Inside I found a layer of tissue paper and, strangely, tiles covered in dust.

The advertisement in ebay just showed the box slightly opened, a few tiles displayed and – worryingly –
a tile count below the normal 144, so it was with some apprehension that I examined the contents.
The dust, I finally realised, was bone dust. The set had never been used.

An email exchange revealed that the sellers had never actually played the game. The set had belonged to
an uncle who had worked for Cunard, a famous shipping company responsible for iconic ships like the

‘Queen Mary’, ‘Queen Elizabeth’ and ‘QE2’. The old set had laid in their attic since the 1960s. He had
probably bought it in China sometime during the 1920s or 1930s.

The tiles in modern sets are usually made from plastic, but this was made from traditional materials:
bone, dove-tailed onto bamboo. It was probably one of many hundreds produced for the early 20th
century Western market, a demand so great it required shiploads of cow bone imports from America to
sustain it.

Two small bone dice – a large dot for the ‘one’ – and a batch of tally sticks, also made from bone,
completed the set. It’s a fairly modest one compared with those that came housed in ornately carved
boxes, but nevertheless it does show some of the craftsmanship of those early designers.



The Tile Designs

Seasons
Some of the more interesting designs are found on the Flower and Season tiles which, unlike their
modern counterparts, do not actually show flowers or depict seasons, except elliptically.

The tiles actually have the colour of
bleached bone but are tinted gold for effect

1. Spring is a fisherman, representing common sense and patience. His good management brings
 prosperity for all.

2. Summer is a woodcutter, who represents success through activity. His chopping of firewood
 relates to three of the elements of Chinese philosophy: fire, wood and metal – fire being the
 dominant one of vitality, ambition and industry.

3. Autumn is a farmer, who represents the physical, arduous labour involved in bringing in the
 harvest – showing the effort to get the job done gives rich rewards.

4. Winter is a scholar (namely Confucius) who represents a prudent, cultured mind turning toward
 literary or artistic work when little can usefully be achieved outdoors.

But my set contained unusual figures – Chinese warriors.

So far my researches have not produced an explanation for these designs.

The Chinese characters in the upper left hand corners are the same as those found in my banner tiles.
They give the names of the four seasons and are painted red by convention

One often comes across tiles that show
occupations associated with each of the seasons.

Here’s an example taken from the banner for my
website: MahjongBritishRules.wordpress.com.



Flowers

The Flower tiles did have more recognisable designs. There’s a strong link to prosperity…

1.  A Rich Man (or ‘Zhao Gong Ming’, a Daoist god of wealth) with a gold ingot in one hand and a
 magical iron whip in the other. He’s sitting in an ornate chair.

2.  The Rich Man’s pot of gold (or, more correctly, his basin filled with treasure). The three Chinese
 characters on the pot mean ‘basin’, ‘treasure’ and ‘together’.

3.  The Goddess of Mercy, ‘Guan Yin’ (‘Kwan Yin’). She’s depicted with a water jar in the right  hand,
 a willow branch in the left, and wearing a Buddha crown.

4.  The ‘Monkey King’ wearing a golden chain mail and phoenix feather cap. He walks on clouds. In
 the book ‘Journey to the West’, ‘Guan Yin’ enlisted the Monkey King as a bodyguard for the monk

‘Tripitaka’.

Winds

The East, South, West and North Wind tiles are associated with each player, East being the most
important. The order dictates the names and positions of players around the table. These are not quite
what you would expect from a compass, South Wind sitting on the right of East and to the left of
North.

The rationale for this is not entirely clear, but the order can be seen in most of the play and is a rich
source of confusion.

East Wind South Wind West Wind North Wind



Mah-Jong suit tiles are derived from an earlier Chinese game, played with cards, which showed
different denominations of ancient Chinese cash.

The round shape of the Circles suit actually represents a copper coin. The coin had a square hole in the
middle to allow collections of them to be fitted onto a square rod so that the rough edges could be filed
down. They could then be threaded onto string for ease of handling.

The representation of strings of coins (or cash), when carved onto bone, looked to Western eyes like
Bamboos so this name was adopted for the suit. However, the 1 Bamboos tile invariably has a picture
of a bird. This one is a peacock, an emblem of beauty and dignity.

The Character tiles each show two Chinese symbols. The top one stands for 1 to 9 and  the red ‘wan’
character is a symbol for a Myriad of cash (10,000 strings).

The Suits

Circles

Bamboos

Characters



Dragons

Green Dragon White Dragon White Dragon

It was Joseph Babcock, the man credited with introducing the game to the West, who apparently
called these tiles ‘Dragons’. The Chinese think of them differently, and this may be a better
explanation of the designs…

○ The Green Dragon tile shows the Chinese character ‘Fa’, meaning ‘wealth’, which also
represents an archer releasing his draw and the Confucian virtue of sincerity.

○ The Red Dragon tile shows the character ‘Chung’, meaning ‘centre’, which represents a hit in
archery, passing the imperial exam and the Confucian virtue of benevolence.

○ The White Dragon tile is simply a blank tile which represents a white board. A white board
means freedom from corruption, a miss in archery, or the Confucian virtue of filial piety.

… though one needs to be wary, as the game seems to attract mythology like a magnet.

The final tile, the Joker, is a delight. It’s an unusual design showing a
crane and plum blossom. The Chinese characters mean ‘a hundred
uses’ – a reference to its use as a ‘wild’ tile. The Joker tile is often not
present in British sets so the 2 Bamboos tile is given this role when
required.

From the design one might think the tile was used in the Chinese
game, but it’s more likely a response to the changes made to the rules
when the game was exported to the West. Joker tiles often have

‘Joker’ on them.

Joker



Removing the background
After removing the background to each photograph, the tiles looked like this:

From Photos to Designs

To achieve the tile pictures shown on the previous pages (and the other pictures I had in mind) required
some editing of the original photographs, firstly to remove the background, secondly to correct some of
the minor misalignments and finally to finess some of the paintwork of the orginal designers.

The orginal photographs



Finessing the Paintwork
The actual Mahjong tiles are quite small, just 2.5cm (1”) high, so one can
imagine those early 20th century craftsmen hunching over lenses and using
delicate strokes with the finest of their brushes to achieve the results we can see.

The pictures I wanted to create required a magnification which would expose
some of the inevitable smudges and missed strokes. Although the paintwork
survived the scrutiny amazingly well, when I examined it closely there were
quite a number of places where corrections needed to be made.

These took some time, but the results better suited my purposes. Here are some examples of tile
pictures before and after the editing…

Actual size

2.5cm

1”

7 Bamboos 1 Bamboos – Peacock

Red Dragon East Wind

Flower – Rich Man Warrior Season – Summer



The changes may not be immediately obvious at
the magnification shown on the previous page.
The artists were skillful, especially those who
dealt with the Flower and Season tiles.

Here’s some of the changes to sections of the
tiles, shown at a higher level of magnification… Before

After

7 Circles tile

After

Before

Season tile

After

Before

Flower tile

The Joker tile
The Joker tile presented more problems, partly because it would appear that the
craftsman responsible did not show the same level of skill or care as those who
had painted the Flower and Season tiles, but also because I didn’t properly
recognise the design at first and photographed it upside down!

It meant that, when I orientated it correctly, the shading was showing on the wrong side of the tile.
I was able to deal with this by merging the edited tile image with that of the White Dragon, so that the
resulting tile picture then showed a shading consistent with the other tiles…

After removing
background

After editing Merging with
White Dragon

Resulting picture



After

Before

Joker tile

But the following pages give a better idea of the quality of the images produced…

(Note: The photo editing software I used was Affinity Photo)

Again the corrections become more apparent by
magnifying a section of this tile…

Final tile pictures
The resulting set of tile pictures is shown below…
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1 Bamboos – Peacock
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1 Circles
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Flower tile – Rich Man
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Flower tile – Rich Man’s Pot of Gold
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Flower tile – Goddess of Mercy
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Flower tile – The Monkey King
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Warrior Season Tile – Spring
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Warrior Season Tile – Summer
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Warrior Season Tile – Autumn
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Warrior Season Tile – Winter
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The Pictures

The resulting tile images were then applied to a number of products. A few examples of these are
shown below.

España France Nederland Österreich Portugal Schweiz Svrige Japan

UK Canada Australia New Zealand Brazil Belgique DeutchlandUSA

Zazzle stores

The Zazzle stores, where the products can be found,
are country specific, so you will need to click on the
appropriate flag.

Acrylic wall art

Posters

Photo prints

Greeting cards, postcards & invites

Jigsaw
puzzles

with explanations
of tile designs

(Note: This will take you to ‘Pictures’. Click on ‘Products’ then ‘Cards’ category for greeting cards, etc.)

https://www.zazzle.es/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.fr/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.nl/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.at/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.pt/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.ch/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.se/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.co.jp/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.co.uk/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.ca/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.com.au/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.co.nz/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.com.br/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.com.br/cole%C3%A7%C3%B5es/mah_jong_playing_aids-119209728571178324
https://www.zazzle.be/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.de/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962
https://www.zazzle.com/store/mahjongbritishrules/products?cg=196925310126628187&?rf=238850313981955962

